Colby Fav orite Leaves:
Bill Bryan Goes To
Hotchkiss

The 'director of admissions at Golby College, William L. Bryan , is
resigning to accept appointment as director of athletics at the Hotchkiss School in Lakevillej Conn. Bryan has been in his present post
here since 1952 and a member of the college's administrative staff
since 1947.
i . '
7
In accepting Bryan's resignation, to become eff ective July 1, Colby
to Colby and the community,
arat ory ' school from which he, graduated in 1931.
Following four years as an officer
in the U.S. Coast Guard Amphibious Forces in the . Atlantic, European, and Asiatic Theaters of War
during World War II, Bryatf^received his A.B. degree from Colby
in 1947. 7He immediately joined the staff
as assistant to the dean of men and
as coach of freshman hockey, positions he ' retained until h« accepted
responsibility for admissions.
Since coming to Colby he has
been a Supp ly Lay Preacher in various Central Maine churches and
served as a pastor for a, full year
or more in three of . them.
He is a former district representBill Bryan ative for the Little League from
In going to Hotchkiss the 43-year- the State of Maine and has repreold Bryan is returning to the prep- sented the Pittsburgh Pirates as a
President Robert E. "L- Stridor scout in Northern New Eng land and
praised him for "very special con- Canada. He has been a director of
tributions to Colby College."
the Waterville Boys' Club for four
"He loves young people and with years.
x
his sincerity and understanding, has
Bryan is married to the former
earned their respect and affection. Margaret Bradley. They have five
As bur chief admissions 6ffficer , Bill children ranging in age from two to
Bryan has directed this important 19 years.
and increasingly complex: area of .
th e co llege 's program with distinction and dignity. We are sorry to
_ee him and his charming family
leave. They go, however, with our
warmest good wishes and with our
pro f ou n d gratitude for the loyal
and devoted senvic^,;Bi.",l;,Jaas 1.given
- - HOPES FOR 65-64
. . 7 that the Ford Foundation Challenge will be met.
. . . that the ducks will be back.
'
. . . that Stu-G will live up to its new constitution and that it
will continue in the professional manner in which it has begun .
. . - . that the 1963 graduating class will become loyal alumni
interested in the affairs of the college.
. . . that 'honors' will be dropped from the January Plan.
. . . that the dorms will be given the same hi gh quality toilet
paper as that given to the Eustis building. We find this particularly irritating. Let's get to the bottom of the problem.
. . . that the bookstore will be laden with new books.
. . . that freshman football will complete a full "season and
win a game.
. i . that the well rounded class of '67 will roll to new heights
and that it will be sharpened by members of the lunatic fringe.
. . . that kangaroos will not become extinct ih Boothbay.
. '/ . that although, this will not be a sesquicentennial year, we
can hav e a ball anyhow.

Fraternities Announce
New Rush Procedure

The , ten days of September 13-23
'w ill bo a period of introduction for
freshmen to Oolby Fraternities.
During this period fraternities will
holdopen smokers on each night
from September 16-20.
, Fraternities will begin to- send but
bids on September 23. .Tho freshmen
.-at this time will not bo [ able to accept the bids ; they will havo to wait
a period' of seven day s before accepting. After tho 23 of September
the' fraternities may continue to is;
suo bids as thoy become' more familiar with the riialioes, but fyesmnon
must wait a week before accepting,
Tho rushing rules are simple and
1
;
radically different ' from previous
years, To understand them ono must
bo familiar with thb obj ectives of
rushing as 'detdrmine'4 by tho IFCi
These !• plan 's . '-allow froshmen to soo
fr aterriities " ' ' during the 16;23 an d
then info rmally ofter., .Th'o ' fratornitids send ; irivltiitibris " to . -freshmen
when thoy ffool ,that thoy havo .' b o*

como well enough acquainted with
tho rusheos to want them for "brothers ' for the next four years. From
then on ft is the freshman 's choice.
No longer is he hold in the ignorance of what houses . will accept
him. - The new system allows him to
receive the bids and . then make tho
decision over a period of a week or
longer if he so wishes. The financial
burden is lifted .because the initial
formal rushing period is' so short.
Closed smokers are eliminated *.
Thoso are the • rushing rules for
next year. Thoj IPC fools strongly
that rushing: will be moro productive
yot loss intense hooauso' of. this new
mothod, Tho core of this sy~tom
grew put of mooting of the IFO and
a faculty committee headed by Professor, Rouman , Tho committee was
composed specifically to help tho
IFC to ., find , a satisfactory rushing
program , Wo will have,io wait untill next year to .see 'how sucaoosful
this progra hrwill prove td Tbo,

Spring Weekend, 1963?!

Miami was never like this.
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POWDER. AND WIG ANNOUNCER $100.00 PRIZE
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A $100 priz e is wait ing for the best student-written and pro-

Storks, Udall
Aiid Warren
Receive Degrees

At the All-College Assembly held
Friday morning ' Mb,y 17, honorary
educed one-act play to' be offered in the Annual P & W Play
degrees were prese nt ed to Secre tary
[ Festival. The winning production will be selected from, the
of the Interior Stewart Udall, Chief
Justice Earl Warren , and Thomas
\ three final offerings presented at the Little Theater on Friday
M. Storke/ Stewart Udall addressed
i and Saturday, January 24 and 25_ 1964. The deadline for enthe college Thursday night night at
an
assembly that was the first
\ t ering is Wednesday, December 18, 1963_ so plan you su mmer's
event Of the college's Sesquicenten>
nial Convocati on/ Chief Justice
[ writing activities with this in mind ! ,
Warren - spo k e 'at the Assembly Fri.»
day morning at which "the degrees
¦
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were presented. Thomas Storke, the
editor and publisher of the Santa
Barbara News-Press, received the
Lovejoy Award from Colby in 1962,
but was unable to be at Colby to
receive the award. He came to Colby
Ijo , be a guest, 'at the ' Sesquicentennial Convocation.
* "Watfervilley Maine Friday, May 17, 1963^ .^ ¦ After the' Assembly a lunchebi
Vol. LXVVI. No. 27
Rates $3.50 Year was held to celebrate the occasion.
Attending.the luncheon were delegates from other colleges, alumni,
honored guests and secret servicemen.
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Noted Major General
To Commission Cadets

Major General Benjamin O. Davis, USAF, is scheduled to commission this year's AFROTC graduates at Colby on June 9, at 2 p.m.
v»
in the Lovejoy Auditorium.

General Davis is the Director of Manpower and Organization ,
DCS/O perations, Headquarters United States Air Force, Washington , D.C. He is a graduate of the U.S. Military Academy at West
Point , the U.S. Air War College ,
and the Jet Fighter Gunnery
School. In previous assignments he
/has served as the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Operations , Hq. United
States Air Forces in Europe , and
as- Chief of Staff , 12th Air Force,
Ramstoin , Germany. In the Korean
conflict ho commanded the 51st
Fighter Interceptor Wing at Suwon ,
Korea and later became the Vice
Commander of Air Task "Force 13
(Provisional ) at Taipeh , Formosa.
In World War II General Davis
commanded the 99th Fighter Squadron in North Africa, and Sicily, and
tho 322nd Fighter Group in Italy '.
Throughout , tho war he flow , as a
P-ifil 'fighter pilot, primarily strafing
enemy airfields. In the early part
Major General B. O. D avis, J r.
of 1945 he led a squadron of fighters on a haaarddiis mission against Sears,' 3r. } George Swapoy, ' Peter
airfields in Southern Germ any, for Wadsworfch , Honor- W. Whitohouse,
which ho was later awarded tho Sil- and Charles P. Williamson , Jr. 7M>,
¦
James P. Johnson will bo commis: '
ver Star. .
sioned a Socond Lieutenant , United
His decorations include tho Le- States' Marine Corps. ¦
Cadets ' E dgion of Merit with one , Oak Loaf ward F,
Buyniski , Jr., Carl A. OaiCluster , the Distinguished Flying to, Paul B. Ohader
, Ralph A. Kinv
Cross, tho Air Medal with Four Oak ball Jr., Robert J.
,
Metalor , • Jr.j
Loaf Clusters, and tho Distin- Gordon L, Moog
elp S. Vogt ,
Pofc
,
guished Service Modal. Ho is rated and,.
Ijtayin qnd. Q. A^hitp,- mombors.
as a Command Pilot and wears tho of this years graduating
class , will
Guided Misslp Insignia.'
attend thoso ceremonies , but >vill,
General Davis will .. commission receivo . their . Air .Force Commis.
tho following Col Jay, AF.ROTO grad r sions, at a later,date ;
'. ' .' - ..'
nates as Second Lieutenants in thb
;, v i j am u/nnn
Uriitod States Air Force s Timothy 7
J . Dakiny David A , Johnson , "Wih
Tho Colby ECHO would liko to
Ham" XIV , Law, Charles S. liudwig, announoo t hat ,Jnri Woo d wi ll bo
Rodney TD . Pierce, Frederick J. tho now editor next semester.
. .
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NEW CLASS OFFICERS

/
•

.

Class Of ¦ 1964:

,i

Presiden t r— Danny George
Vice-President —' Bruce Waldman
Secretary — Betsy Crockett
Treasurer — Jon A. Fredrikson
Class of 1965 :
President — S. James Foxman
Vice-President — Bill Neil
Secretary — Margo Beach
Treasure r — Sally Thompson
Class of 1966 :
President — Peter Fellows
Vice-President —- Norman Phillips
Secretary — Saudi Shaw
Treasurer — RIohard Gilmoro

In previous years Colby cadothavo been commissioned , at tho collego 's commencement exercises. According to Major William A. Starker , Professor of Air Science at Colby Collego , tho increasing number
of graduates in each class has made
it . desirable to hold separate ceremonies in recognition of tho acceptance of theso young men into • ,the
Officers Corps. The event will , be ; attended' by the families and friend^
of the graduates, members of "tlie
Colby faculty, , and distinguished
guosts. A ' reception will follow the
commissioning ¦ exorcise.
¦( ' ¦ .' ' i . ' ;: i

WANTED "F OR NEXT YEARt
'
.. AN EXCHANGE EDITO R
Tho ECHO , 'i'rii ah attem pt to Increase Its exchange progra m with
other; smal l liber al arts col leges , Is
searching fori , an underclassman ,
whoso jo b It would bo to road , and
file a number of weekl y newspapers .
If intprfl -'tot J,y pontnot J ah WootfL.C,, or Poto F- llows , LCA.

Editorial:

Sayonara

Heraclitus' statement that "everything is in flux" seems to be well
illustrated by the administrative and academic turnover to take effect
in the next school year. Colby has lost some of her most respected
and most valuable personages, and the Echo would like to mention
just a few in this, our last issue.
The loss of Mrs. Larsen is one which is particularly unfortunate.
It is difficult to speak of her in unsentimental language, for she is one
who has been especially dear to both students and faculty. Her office ,
though one of the busiest, is efficient, and she is always ready to assist students in a most cordial manner.
The announcement of Mr. Bryan's resignation came as a shock to
every student. Whether the college will replace him with a faculty
member or with someone from outside the campus is still unknown.
As a friend and loyal member of the college community, he will be
hard to replace.

Fables of Our Times

Once upon a time ib was Memorial Day. Also, there was a man who
wanted a turkey. Being no ordinary man , however , he wanted no
ordinary turkey. And since he had
been reading Word sworth lately, he
decided to go back to nature ; so he
wrote right away io Sears-Roebuck
for a bow and arrow. Then he went
hunting. '
As he went strolling through the
woods he saw a few turkeys nesting
in a tree. He shot at them , but be-

i
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——-

INTRODUCTIONS FOLIO I
0*f all goes well)
will appear sometime

next week.

Available at bookstore.
Price $.50.
USNSA
Although one often hears U.S.N,
S.A. mentioned , few people realize
the functi on of this organization and
its relationshi p to Colby. The National Student Association , of which
Colby is a member , is the national
coordinator of college and universit y
student governments in the United
States.. An elected officer of the
Colby Student Government is the
USNSA coordinator who acts as a
liaison between tho national association and our local Stu -G
....Membershi p in USNSA offe rs
Stu-G and the student body many
advantages. Stud y groups and summer trips abroad are sponsored , by
NSA. The association has an information agency which provides
data on student issues , policies and
official stands of member colle ges
on many aspects of colle ge life ; surveys of oampi on such subjects as
fraternity and sorority influences
on social structure , Stu-G , relations
with administration. Other services
include legal services , speakers on
all aspects of stu den t lifo , gonora l
circulars and informati ve literature
and movies.

ing inexpert at using a bow and
arrow, he was only able to wound
them. They broke into a trot. He
chased them and chased them , and
when he finally caught them ; he
found to his dismay that they had
run so far and so fast that they had
not a stitch of meat left on them.
At this he became so angry that he
broke all his arrows and went out
and bought a ham.
Moral : A bird in the can is worth
two that are bushed.
Once upon a time there was a
beatnik. As he was riding past the
Central Park Zoo on his motor
scooter he decided to go in because
he had not been there since ' St.
Patrick's day, and it was raining.
Presently ho came to- the lion
house. He strolled up to the lion 's
cage , who , approprietely enough ,
was named Leo (you see, the beatniks name was Leo, too) and
smiled. After surveying the situation for some ti me, he spoke : Man
(he meant the lion), man, you could
get an edifice complex being caged
up here all day. I could lay you some
bread with the . keeper if you could
gob a better pad. Now , th e li on
who knew nothing of pad s except
the ones on his feet and was much
more interested in meat than in
bread (man cannot live by bread
alono — apparently lions can't either) replied : stone walls do not a
prison make , nor iron bars a cage
(he was a very intelligent lion , he
had been, to Columbia) . Speaking
of bones , said the lion , would you
mind picking up the sternum (a
very, very intelligent lion) which I
just dropped from my cage.
Tho beatnik , feeling sorry for this
fel low cat , b ent ' .over to get the
bono.
Concomitantly,
tho lion
grabbed the beatnik by the hip (all
beatniks are hip), swu ng him into
th o cage ( all b eatniks swin g ) and
ho was gone (only somo beatniks
are gone).
Moral concerning beatniks : to
moot one is rare, to oat ono is rarer.

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Westervelt on' the birth
of their son .
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Recognition Assembly
Honors Colby Students
LANGUAGE AND ARTS

John B. Foster Prizes in Classics
Sally Ann Proctor '63
Robert John Quia,, '63
French Consulate 'Prize .
Laura Newman '63
German Prize
Harriettt Fran Holmes '65
. Anita Lucille Hegmann '64
Anita Louise Loopiis '65
Peter Joseph Lardieri "66
Robert Emery Baggs '65
Delt a Phi Alpha German Prize
Cynthia Joan Peters '63
Symphonic Society Awards Lucille Ellen Waugh. '63
Arthur Woodrow Beveridge '65
Colby College Band Award
Anita Jane Nourse '63
Alma Morrissette McPartland
Award
'
Sandra Moulton '6.3

ENGLISH AND ALLIED FIELDS

Solomon Gallert English Prize
Cora-Louise Grossman '.63
Elmira Nelson Jones Essay Prize
John Wesley Miller '63
Mary Low Carver Prize for Poetry
_ Barbara Irene Kreps '64
Ellen Gay Mitchell '65
Poetry Prize for the Men's Division
Gerald Roy Zientara '64
Colby Library Associates Book Prize
John Wesley Miller '63
The Andrew Bloggett Award
in Dramatics
Patricia Diano '63
Goodwin Public Speaking Prizes
1st : Ralph Stuart Record '65
2nd : Peter John Lax '66
3rd : Janna Vaughan '66
Julius and Rachael Levine
Speaking Prizes
1st: John L. Martin '63
2nd : Stuart Harvey Rakoff '65
3rd : Stephen Schoeman '64

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Chi Omega Prize in Social Sciences
Elspeth Margareta Stewart '63
Paul A. Fullam History Prize
Frank Kirby '63
Edward Lambert History Prize
Roger Bailey Jeans '63
William J. Wilkinson History Prize
Stephen ( Schoeman '64
Departmental Prizes in Government
Dori s Helen Kearns '64
Suzanna Joy Noyes '64
James Prentice Dolian '63
Stephen O. Pepper Prize
in Philosophy
Marjorie Rowe Walton '63
Robert Crespi '63
Albion Woolbury Small Prizes in
Sociology
Karen Moore Butler
David G. Bromley
N ancy Ellen Reynolds
Ernest L. Parsons Prize
in History
Herbert Alan Weiner
. SCIENCES
American Institute of Chemists,

Award

Brian Gerald McAlary
Chi Epsilon Mu Prize in Chemistry
Elizabeth Arlene Stark '65 '
The Chemioak Rubber Company
Award in Mathematics
David Stull Wooley
Tho Chemical Rubber Company
* Award in Physics
Phili p Andrew Wiley '66

GENERAL AWARDS

Women's Student League
Scholarship
Lucinda*Wulling '64
Ninetta M. Runnals Scholarship
Barbara Claire McQilliouddy '65
Tho Phyllis S. Eraser Scholarship
Barbara Rowe Howard '65
Tho Josephine Bodnrbha Gagnon
Scholarship
Susan Alam eda Footer '.66
Delta Delta Delta Scholarship

Awards

Hannah Hull Sowall '64
Pamela Powers Piorson '65
Sharon Irene Abbott '65
Carrie M., True Award
Ruth Sigrid Pratloy '05
Lolia M. Forster Prize
Diano Van Wyok '66
Richard Staniiish Gilmoro
Phillips Kindy, Jr.

To the Editor

I would like to use this space to
thank the students for their support
and interest in the social and -cultural questionnaires which I have
sent out. Through your efforts I
- Sigma Theta Psi Trophy
Alfred John DiMaio , Jr.
have been given an appropriation
Philip W. Tirahassi Memorial
of 700 dollars from Stu-G to sponAward
sor a concert either in late September
or in early October.
Edward Joseph Baker
Donald P. Lake Award
The results of the poll were : folkCharles Williarn Carey
singing fi rst place ; Jazz second ;
Michael Lester Madden Scholarship Classical third ; Pops fourth ; ComCarol Jam Christy
edy fifth ; Rock 'n Roll sixth. I am
¦ Senior Scholars
now attempting to get such enterKenneth Leslie Federman
tainers within our price range as:
Daniel Thomas George
Odetta, ' Joan Baez , Modern Jazz
Galon Sanford Marburg
Quartet, George Sheering Quintet,
Arthur Gr&en Miller
and the Smothers Brothers.
Laurence Ellis Symington
I hope that you will continue to
Dawna Rae Wiswell
show as much interest in these conBook of the Year
certs as you have in the questionMichael de Montaegne's
naire. Thanks once again.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Peter Hart
Graduate Fellowships and Honors
Nathaniel E. Butler
Dear Ecrtor , •
The Colby College Scholarship for
That article on tho Chemistry Dethe University of Chicago Law partment in the ECHO of 10 May
School
was realljT something ! I can be damn
'
Robert J. Gula
sure that the person who wrote it
Wood row Wilson Fellowship
was never in real danger of flunkJon R. Hall
ink Chem 141-142 .
Danforth Graduate Fellowship
I for one never ecstatically enAnne M. Quirion
joyed the "more colorful phenomena
Fulbright Scholarship for study in Of microscopic chemi stry " and the
France
twice weekly labs in Chem 141.
Byron Petrakis
As a matter of fact I think the
Fellowship at the University of
closest I ever got to microscopically
Florida for graduate study in
investigating the phenomena desEnglish
cribed in the article was when I,
. Lucille E. Waugh
like the rest of the class, saw it unFull tuition scholarship at Yale
der a magnifying glass. And please
1 University for graduate study in
inf orm 3>r. Rickey th at 'he missed a
En glish
whole semester of lab ; for in Chem
141 there was only one lab a week.
. Doris Kearnes '64
Selected hy the State Department to
But don 't take this criticism to
participate in a summer internship heart — one section of the article
, program for juniors.
was true enough. ' There IS a hell
William Witherell
of a lot of "student frustration" in
Appointed a university fellow in
Chem 141-142.
Economics in the PhD program
And I'm glad that the writer
thin k s th at th e INTRODUCTORY
' ¦ at Princeton
American Association of University chemistry course should be intended
Womens Membership Award
for majors only. At least I can find
some consolation in the fact that I,
. Anne Marguerite Quirion
Senior Marshal s
a non-chem major, , should not be
Susan Stein Fenn
taking the course. But I wonder how
Jon Franklin Hall
much my prof will take this into
Bixler Bowl
account?
Area Winners :
Nat Pitnof '66
Administration - Pi Lambda Phi ,
Scholarshi p - Pi Lambda Phi .
LETTER TO EDITOR
Special Events - Kappa Delta Rho
Most people at Colby received a
Athletics - Lambda Chi Alpha
letter last week from the Pre-AlumLeadershi p - Delta Kappa Epsilon ni Council. This letter said that an
Winner : Kappa Delta Rho
effort was being made to raise some
Honor Certificates
money from the students for the
Honors in General Scholarshi p
Ford Foundation Campaign. This , in
Edward/ Joseph Baker '64
itsel f , is a good idea fostered by a
Linda Kay Curti s '64
group of well-meaning and hardLynne Reed Davidson '64
working students .
David Greene '64
My complaint lies with the methGalen Sanford Marburg '64
Continued on Page Three
• Paul Louis Marsolini '64
An ne tte Ruth Pet ers on '64
Don's Helen Kearns '64
Stephen Schoeman '64
Suzanne Joy Noyes '64
Paul Strong '64
Harriett Fran Holmes '65
Terry-Ellen Cox '65
Barbara Ross Howard '65
John Joseph O'Connor , Jr.,'65
Constance Day '66
Dale Muriel Rottner '65
Isaac Davis Balbus '64
Candi co Joy Wilson '65 , k
' Alfred John DiMaio '65
Hi gh Honors in General Scholarship
David Fairbanks Haskell '65
Kenneth Leslie Federman '64
Mark Erie Loderman '66
Doris Helen Kearns '64
Peter Stanley Weygant '66
Arthur Green Miller '64
CJondon Medal
Timothy Fuller Cleghorn '65
Paulette Rachel French
Alfred John DiMaio '65
Cap and Gown
Harriott Fran Holmes '65
Lee Haskell
Barbara Ross Howard '65
Doris Kearns
Elizabeth Arlene Stark '65
Gail Koch
High Honors with Distinction ,
Jean Martin
Barbara Anne Flow-oiling '64
Maroirv Phillips
Suzanne Joy Noyos '64
Ceca Bewail
David Fairbanks Haskell '65
Sherry Worthloy
Phi Beta Kappa
Mrs. William Bryan
Mary Elizabeth Brown
Mrs. Rebecca Larson •
Jean Addle Eiolson
Bluo Key
Susan Stein Fonn
,
Jim
Crawford
'
"
John,
Robert
Gnla
Bob
Drows
"Franklin
Jon
Hall
,
Jon
Froderiokson
Brian Gerard MoAlary
Poter Hart
Laura Newman
Jack Lookwood
Cynthia Joan Petorn
Ken Nyo
Sally Ann.Procter ,
Diok Pious
''
7
\
*
Stovo 'Sohooman
> Anno
Marguerite
Quirion
,
Paul Strong
Marjorie Rowe Waltori
Jim Valhouii
William Hoyt Withoroli
Mr. : William Macomber
Bixlor Scholars
Mr. John McCoy
Barbara Anno Flowolling '64
Mr. Gftorgo ' Whalon
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A weekly meeting of the Council was called

t o or de r at 7:30 , p.m. President Schoeman

presided . The Sophomore Class, Foss, Louise
Coburn, Mary Low, and Interfaith were not
represented. The Secretary's; minutes' were
read and approved. The Treasurer reported a
cash balance of $706.63 and a sinking fund
' balance of $928.21.
ANNOUNCEMENTS .AND OLD BUSINESS
1. A few seconds silence was held to commemorate the flag which has been placed
in the Council room.
2. The Treasurer reported, that, although
the budget was to be considered at this meeting, ' the Finance Committee recommends that
it not be done at this time since it is possible that we may still get an increase in the
Student Activity Fee when the Board of Trustees meets in June. A motion was made by
Mr. Robbins , an d passed unanimously by the
Council to table the financial discussion until next year. ' ,
3. A motion was made by Miss Kearns and
passed unanimously by the . Council to approve the appointments, of Gail Koch, Peter
Cooper, and Mike Cohen to the United
States National Student Association Commit, tee.
4. President Schoeman reported on his
meeting with the Deans. He expressed regret for the difficulties in the past and hopes
he can work together better with the Deans
in the future, having now a full understanding of the situation regarding the direction
of Student Government for next year.
5. The following is the text of the closing remarks of Mr. Schoeman as President
of the Class of 1964:
In these final few moments of my administration; I can look back with satisfaction for
a job which seems to me to have, beeh well
done. Much that I would like to have accomplished was • not done, but there was
much that was done. The cooperation which
my off icers showed toward me aided my, administration in its tasks, and with their help
and guidance we did succeed.
I said last year about this time, "unless
the class officers do something, there is no
need in having class officers. It is pointless to hol d , elections and to help those undeserving of i office have a better college record to show to graduate schools, and this
is precisely what we do every year. The most
popular, the most "J°e College", the most
able person to give a smile, who is running
for otfice, gets that office. It is time we put
an end to this. It is time for action. And
if , as i t is sa i d , the class officers can perform
nothng, can do nothing, have no power as
officers to act, then I say let's abolish the
class officers.
'
In short, class office is not for sale to
the highest bidder. It is not for sale to the
biggest smiler and to the best conformist.
Any office, no matter what 1 its importance,
takes initiative , and imagination. These are
the trite expressions always used in campaigns, yet I find them to be the best. The
job is never done, whether in sports or in
the debate club, by the one who sits and
doesn 't do . the homework, doesn 't do the
practice work . . . .
The class president is not just a class official. He should also be aware of campus
' needs in general. 'And so I say this, that the
class office is either to be something or else
made into nothing . . . it can be turned into
a vital part of campus life".
A year later I would reaffirm what I said
in a campaign letter. Much was done, but
more could have been done. The Sesquicentennial Scholarship, the class meetings, the
class letters, the social functions, these are
the signs that we did advance. That the juniors failed to attend the meeting or the ' social f unctions as fully as they could have does
not negate the statement that , "For them the
effort was made and o
ponsibility to participate. "
It is my hope that wc' set a precedent. It
is my feeling, that we just may have, that
we have shown that the class officer is a.
more responsible student leader, that initiative
and creativity / are still qualities to be desired .
In this, my last act as President of the Class
of 1964, I wish to state that it was my
pleasure to have served the class and to have
served with its other officers. Way my successor ' start with enthusiasm and end with
satisfaction. A precedent has been set ; may
a tradition yet be established.
6. A motion was made by Mr. Kindy and
passed unanimously by the Council to authorize the Treasurer to give $350 to the
President and the USNSA Coordinator
to enable them to attend the 16th annual
USNSA Convention to be held at Indiana University in Bloomington, Ind., on August 1629, 1963. Mr. Geltman explained that this
convention formulates all the policy of, the
USNSA. All expressions of national student
body opinion ' are made through the USNSA ;
therefore Colby should definitely have a delegate attending. ,
, . , , ,- u
7. A motion was made by Mr. ueltman
and passed unanimously by the Council to
thank Mr. Miller of the Ajrt Department fox
his time and energy in helping to select additions to the art collection in. the Council
room.
NEW BUSINESS
, . _ , - ,
1. A motion was made by Mr. Lockwood
and passed unanimously to present the distinguished guests of Colby's Sesquicentennial
Convocation , the Honorable Earl Warren,
Chief Justice of tho United States, and the
Honorable Stewart L. Udall , Secretary of the
Interior, with proclamations to be printed at
the cost of $7.50 each , making them honorary members of the Colby College Student
Government Association.
2. A motion was made by Mr. Albcrtson
and passed unanimously by the Council to
authorize the Chair to negotiate with Ken
Gray, chairman of the Radio Colby Committee, on the use of up to $1200 of Student
Government funds to provide for the purchasing of equipment for Radio" Colby. .
3. A motion was made by Mr. Robbins nnd
passcd by a vote of 15-1 to give the present
senior class $250 for graduation expenses ,
most of it to go toward the class gift. Mr.
Robbins pointed out that this request could
come out of the money returned to Student
Government from earlier classes as a result
of letters sent out hy the senior class. ,
4. A motion was made by Mr. Strong nnd
passed unanimously by the Council , to empower the Chair and the Treasurer to allocate up to $900 to bc used for three speakers
which the Social Chairman Is presently attempting to enlist for next year.
5. Tlie petition of the senior class for an
outdoor graduation 1 will be voted upon at
the faculty meeting Wednesday. Attempts arc
being made to get the faculty 's support on
this issue, A motion was made by Mr. Geltman nnd passed ,unanimously that the Council assembled gives its support to the senior
' class in favor of ,an outdoor graduation.
6. Dean Seaman announced that anyone
interested in the Fisk Exchange Progra m for
the ,,fall semester should contact the appro priate! student dcn<i in tho next few days, "
7. President Schoeman announced that the
class election results will be posted tomorrow-.
Since there wns no further business, the
meeting was adjourned at 8:20 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted ,
Cecc Scwnll
, ¦ Secretary
. »

V

Way 13,1963.
A regula_r meeting of the Council was
called to order at 7:O0 p.m. • by President
Stephen Schoeman. The senior class, Foss,
and Women's Judiciary were not representedThe secretary's minutes 'were read and corrected . The Treasurer reported a cash balance , of $441.45 and a sinking fund balance
•of $928.21.
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND OLD BUSINESS
. 1. A minute of silence was held at the
request of the President.
' 2 President Schoeman announced the election results :
CLASS OF 1964:
President - Daniel George
Vice-President , - Bruce waldman
Secretary - Betsy Crockett
Treasurer - John Frederickson
CLASS OF 1965:
President - James Foxman
Vice-President - William Neil
Secretary - Margo Beach
, Treasurer - Sally Thompson
CLASS OF 1966:
President - Peter Fellows ;
Vice-President - Ed Phillips
Secretary - Sandy Shaw
Treasurer - Richard Gilmore
Referendum: yes-456, No-317, Total-77>.
(60 percent in favor)
Constitution Revisions: yes - 559, No - 85,
Total - 642. (88 per cent in favor)
President Schoeman commended the election committee for the conduction of the
election and added .that this was the largest
turnout for class elections in Colby's history.
3. The resignation of the Social Chairman
involved out of a misunderstanding ; however,
the problem was solved by the executive committee, and Peter Hart will continue in the
position of Social Chairman.
President Schoeman announced that, if the
Council so wishes, the stud y carrels will be
open for senior comprehension studying all
nig ht.
4. A motion was made by Miss Koch and
passed unanimously by the- Council to keep
the carrels in the library open all night for
study for the remainder of the year.
5. A motion was made by Mr. Geltman
and passed unanimously by the Council that
the Student Government Association become
a member of the Friends of Art for a fee
of five dollars.
6. President Schoeman announced that he
had information on charter flights to Europe
from Monarch Press, Inc. If anyone is interested , contact President Schoeman.
7. The proclamations making Chief Justice
Warren and Secretary of the Interior Udall
h on orary aaembes ol Student Govcnment will
be presented at 'luncheo n on Friday.
8. A motion was madel by Miss Koch and
passed unanimously by the Council to send
two letters, one to Martin Luther King and
one to the Attorney General , supporting the
action taken in the.,unfortunate situation in
Birmingham , Alah.ima.9. President Schoeman announced that
much progress is being made in ' re-admitting
Radio Colby.
NEW BUSINESS:
1. A motion was made by Mr. Kindy and
passed unanimously by the Council to appropriate $1700 for the payment of entertainment at a concert for which the Social Chairman is presently negotiating, • with the exact
place and arrangements to Be left to his- discretion.
2. A motion was made by Mj . Cohen and
passed unanimously by the Council to appropriate 525 to the Student Government Freshman Welcoming Committee for a watermelon
feed next fall.
3. A motion was made by Miss Palmer and
passed by a vote of 17-1 to appropriate $100
for printing a social calendar listing events
scheduled from September through January. A
calendar will be given to each student at
registration.
4. A motion was made by Mr. Hart and
passed unanimously by the Council to extend a
vote of thanks to the following for helping
on the class elections: Cindy Wull ing, Marcia
Phillips , Pam Plumb , Carol Christy, Carol
hnson , Barb McFaul. Sue
Lockhart, Jack
Jo
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Geltman and Jack Lockwood,
•5. A motion was made by Miss Wood and
passed unanimously by the Council to appro-ve
the appointment of Carol Johnson as Assistant Secretary.
>
6. Class officers will assume their duties
on June 10. The oath will be taken in September.
7. The Sesquicentennial stickers are doing
very well.
8. The Sesquicentennial Scholarship was
presented to President Stridor and is now in
effect.
9. Concerning the , use of the carrels, it
was suggested that the reserve slip system be
reinstated nnd that students feci free to remove
books from any carrel not properl y reserved.
10. Letters are being sent to political speakers for next year by President Schoeman . and
Social Chairman Peter Hart,
11. President Schoeman wished everyone a
wonderful semester.
Since there was no further business, the
last meeting of the semester was adjourned
at 7:50 p.m.
Respectfully submitted ,
, CeCe Sewall , Secretary
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Continued from Page Two
od th at is being used t o collect this
m oney, As the letter said , the ProAlumni counoil -wants to get 100%
participation in this drive from tlie
student body. The f olkrvv who has
been asked to collect from mo
kn ocked on m y door a Jew days ago
and said that tho envelope for my
contribution was already typed up
and all I had to do was put Borne
money in for my 10<) 0/ b participation . Ho said that oven a nickel was
enough as long as 1 bcc?amo ono of
tho 100%. Lt wan obviously moer
im portant to this fellow th at
tho 10O% , statistic could 'b o used
on alumni and others than whether
I supported tlio Ford Campaign. A
nickel does not even pay tho costs
of trying to squeeze it out of mo. [
The wore presence of the typed
envelopes and the pro-written than.ltyou notes is another method of intimidation. Obviously if ont o fails -to
give his nickel , "both . the empty, eiiOontinuod on "Pftgo ITivo

Dep artment of M.a thematics

The natural science departments
of a college with limited scientific
orientation are forced to make compromises 'both when they put the
f ound ation s of their curricular and
when tbey consider revisions and innovations. Along this line, the Department of Mathematics has to
base its philosophy on the fact that
Colby is a liberal arts college — to
many people this seems to be
equivalent to a "college of Humanities and Social Sciences" — that
the majors will be dividing their
time and brain power among many
academic and non-academic areas
besides Mathematics, that a school
like Colby cannot afford areas of
specialization and that, regardless
of talent , Colby's science majors
have as a rule mediocre scientific
ambitions. These "principles" have
shaped the policy of the Department in one vitally important aspect : There is almost complete lack
of any kind o'f independent research
and original work, The three or fou r
months which the January plans
add up to comprise a very meager
period of time to be spent by a science maj or in independent study. On
no other occasion has the math major the opportunity to use what he
already "knows in a small but original-to-him-specific project. This reviewer feels that such a project can
bring a num'ber of vital results :
first , it is a rare personal satisfaction (a successfully completed research project can be much more
gratifying in the long run than three
or four A' s put together) ; secondly,
it is a pleasant change from the
routine of the daily assignments ;
third , and most important , it can
be the most valid way to find out
the extent of one's potential in
mathematics. A seminar course allowing the seniors and some of the
juniors to work on' topics of their
own choice would be a good start
in improving- the situation. This,
however , won 't be feasible until the
members of the department can afford the time. The same line seems

to be followed in the e?ams, which department majors going to 'gradu-

are the only means by which the ate schools has been extremely low
teaching staff can conclude on the
progress of the student. The question of the examinations consist of
problems almost identical to those
given in the daily assignments. Little, if any, attempt is made to test
the student's investiveness, originality, and ability for attacking problems, completely new to him . It has
been said against this argument
that the student' s background in
fundamental analysis is hot adequate for independent research , at
least before the second semester of
the senior, year. Nothing could be
further from tie truth. The two
junior courses in ' Diff erential Equations and Applied Mathematics , as
well as a year course in Higher Algebra ( also a junior course every
other year) can form an excellent
foundation for research projects.

in the past few years. The reasons
for this are lack of. serious interest
ia math,- a high percentage of women majors , ROTC commitments,
et. al.
There are a few" important changes Scheduled for next year. There
has been in the past an advanced
freshman course which has not ,
however, been offered every year.
Consequently, freshmen with fairly
advanced high or prep school backgrounds in mathematics often had
to be in the same classes with students inferior to . them in intelligence, intentions,' scope, and aspirations. But starting with next year
qualified freshmen will be able to
take a calculus . course immediately.

A course in special topics will be
offered bo juniors and seniors in
1*963-64. Although this won't quite
Although the contents of the presfulfill the need for independent reently taught courses provide tlie
search , it will be a significant addimath major with a very good basie
tion.
background , the curriculum could
Finally, by permanently making
nevertheless stand quantitative vimprovement. For example, as the se- Higher Algebra a junior course and
niors who took the Graduate Rec- Geometry a senior course, the Deord Examination a few weeks ago partment has very wisely recognized
noticed , there is need of courses to the importance of tho connection
Point Set Theory and Topology. This between these two theoretical courlatest imperfection is due to the ses and has thus improved the sense
shortage of staff 'and by no means of continuity which is extremely
to inadequacy of the present in- necessary in mathematical training.
stmcors .
Approximately
forty freshmen
Considering all the above limita- have, tentatively chosen mathematics
tions , the present program is well- as their major. Regardless of what
balanced between the theoretical the plans for the new instructor are,
foundations of Mathematics and the it seems that there will definitely
applied methods and techniques of be need for one. The Math Depart- •
analysis. Courses such as Higher ment deserves all the attention it
Algebra and Geometry are excellent can get from the administration , not
topics in pure Mathematics , where- only because it is big in major enas both the Differential Equations rollment , not only because Math is
course and i(ts second semester se- taken by many students fulfilling
quel are very valuable for advanced the college science requirement, but
work in the applications of mathe- also because six other departments
matics. All these plus the topics in are partially dependent upon it by
Advanced ' Calculus, can build a riiaking one to three years of mathsound basis for graduate study. Un- ematics a REQUIREMENT for
fortunately, the percentage of the their own major.

A Flowering of Sp irit ? , .
The growing of a living thing
forms one whole process , and is not
to be divided , except in a more or
less arbitrary way, into stages ,
phases , and periods . Yet certain
events of a definite and identifiable
nature occur in the course of any
su ch gr owth, pointing out changes
which take place in time. Barren
winter trees blush green every
spring, and the year flowers under
the warming of the sun.
As thi s custom holds for vegetation so it does also for institutions.
Colby College , as such an instituti on
exhibits now . some of the same blossoming features which mark the
landscape on our hill. The purpose
of this essay is to inv esti gate a few
of the manifestations of tho new
force , to remark on some of the
im plications th ese dat a ent ail , and
in a minor way to herald that which
is already felt and sensed but not
yet fully realized.

A flow ering of sp irit tak es form
in littlo ways. Certainly large events
nnd movements , too , ar e at work ,
but I fool inclined to chronic], the
minor incidents , th© quotidian* facts
which ono has readily at hand. Too ,
Spirit seems more easil y visible and
tangible when , presented in tho object which itself is conveniently
grasped , To demonstrate tho point,
lot me mention tho Philosopher 's
Stone. As most people know , this
Stqno moan s far moro than tlio
Lovojoy or tho Babson or tho goo
lab examples. Consisting o'f tho top
step of that short flight just outside tho south door of the libmry,
it is th o culmination of tho 'treasur e
of intellect and tho groon lawn. It
provides a resting place for student

and professor who wish to drink spa
coffee in the sunlight, who wish to
philosophize, chat, romance , andlor
watch, the hours creep over the hill.
A very pertinent and significant
change which lias been wrought in
the function of the Stone is the sudden 'burgeoning of its use. More
people use the Stone more often for
longer periods of time than ever
before. , Moro importantly, the conversation has changed. Still one
hears about last ¦Saturday and this
Satu rday's date. Yet less society
news swirls about ih tho wind ; amateurs do not "do . philosophy " any
more with tile enthusiasm which
made me contemptuous of the Stone
when I was .a, freshman . Today the
topics ran ge more widely and wildl y,
from, pootry arid dram a to the coin-"
busti on engine and on to tho idea
of a university. Tho special note
which marks all thoso talks is an
honest concern with the issues involved. Ono has the unmistakable
feeling that people really care. And
so far the wind has prevent ed ( and
I hope lack of initiative will continue to prevent) bridge games
outside, A spiritual realism is gradually replacing materialistic boredom. The rest of the campus , too,
is taking ' on tho Stone 's quality,
Certain patches of lawn , clumps of
troos , corners of architecture are
inhabited by lboal genii who function as spirits of plaoo.
More exciting in a way than walking is .riding, Tho por capita increase
of m otorc y cles , -scooters , -bikes , and
plain old bicycles is a real indication of-tho question spi rit whioli is
necessary and basic to any spiritual
-i
awakening. The dosiro to soo boyond

the hills , and to do so in a hurry
goes hand in hand with a dem and to
know more albout all things -' tbe
cosmos in its macroscopic and microscop ic elements : as a poem , as
the idea of history, as time, as the
fire in the eye's of saints, as affection
growing into bittersweet love. Tho
machine represents action , courage,
control , and conquest. On top df ¦all
else, riding is damned good fun.
Enjoyment is fundamental to this
spiritual fl owering. Involvement ,
.commitment, int erest , an d action
lead to tljat end in all areas. Por
instan ce, the art boom is on: students write, . paint , sculpt , dance,
and sing. Independent projects such
as the INTRODUCTIONS readings
and folio , EAR , EYE , & NOSE ; official and semi-official productions
such as tho Folksong Society, FILM"
DIRECTION, ANABASIS, CGAW
(the Colby Graphic Arts Workshop),
aro all student outlets for the enjoyment ol artistic endeavor. Flamboyanc e . and gusto are tho hallmarks of th ose enterpri ses, and on
tho whole a degree of quality is tho
result of suoh efforts .
Tho sourc e of thoso manif estation s
•is to bo found in no ono single placo.
Tho split of 'the "Old Pilam " resultin g in th o now fading glory of
Robins, Hall gavo impetus to independence as a way of living and
thinkin g 1 to tho campus at largo.
Tho. faculty "take-over " of control ,
in administrative capacities, especially in that of admissions , has provided m oro men and women to whom
independence is valuable. Tho faculty as teachers and friends aro molding, 'the spirit of Colby into an intolOont'ihuod on Page Five
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Carol Johnson

(Bleeding Madras )
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j
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SCHOO L SUPP LIES

DELIVERY

" MAKE M INE MADRAS "

WATERVILLE — SKOWHEGAN
¦

Shirlee Clark

Leslie Forman
Nancy Greer
Barb Howar d

Candi Wilson

FOR 8 ORDERS.
3-4812
Waterville
—

STERNS

_

Donna Brow n
Carol Christy
Adora Clark

Judy Turner
Shiela Webster

AT ANY TIME

?Roe- T.M. Goodall Sanford Incorporated

_

1963-64

AND ITALIAN SANDWICHES

• Exciting new colors In both tights and dorks
• FlawlessfiaRorlng with "contour collar*' for perfect fit
• Slim, natural shoulder model
Blended of Dacron® Poly_8tor/Cottonfor stay-neat
•.performance
_ _
__ _
• Cool and comfortable
^
^
• Wash 'n wear or dry clean
%39 9
5

_
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WHIPPEi ' S PIZZA -

Try on the season's best buy
in a lightwei ght suit
GENUINE

JR. ADVISORS

The Sorority rush schedule for
1963-64 will be carried out as follows in accordance with the ideals
The ' Glee Cluh elected the followwhich were discussed, during the
ing officers " for next year : PresiPanhellenic Panel on rush :
dent , Bill Vaughan ; Vice-President,
Sept. 15 — First Panhell Coffee
Martha Farrington ; Treasurer, P.
— Rush Registration. Topic: "What
J. Downing; Business Manager,
Does Sorority Mean At Colby"
!Ned
Sept. 16-20 — Open Teas - every Ben Beaver ; Men 's Secretary,
sorority will hold a tea from 4-5 Baxter ; Women's Secretary, Jane
p.m. each day.
Anderson ; Librarians , Candy WilSept. 22 — Second Panhell Cof- son , Anne Gellhorn .
fee.
The Spring concert will be done
with
the Waterville Area Chorus,
Sept. 25-26 — Interest Nights as
a
part of the Sesquicentennial
sorority room s open 7-7 :30.
celebration. The combined choruses
Sept. 30-Oct. 6 — Formal Parwill perform Mozart' s Grand Mass
ties : Alpha Delta Pi , Chi Omega,
in C minor. Anyone who has some
Delta Delta Delta, Sigma Kappa.
singing ability and is interested in
Oct. 6 - 9 p.m.,
joining with the chorus for this perCourtesy Period.
formance is welcome, and should see
Oct. 8 - 4 p.m. — Bids Out.
ono of the officers listed above .
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Glee Club
Amoumces

Sorority Rush
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Colby Cadets Plan
Final Parade & Review

Cadet Major Donald J. Short, Commander of the 325th AFROTC
Cadet Group, at Colby College, has announced that the cadets will
hold their 12th Annual Parade and Review oh May 20th at 3 p.m. at
Colby College.
Air Commodore Frederick R. Sharp, RCAF , Commander of. the
Bangor North American Air Defense Sector, will be the reviewing

College is directed by Maj or William A Starker, USAF Processor of
Air Science. The program is integrated with each cadet's normal college curriculum so that he completes
the requirements for a baccalaureate
degree concurrently with completion
of Air Force precommissioning requirements. At graduation cadets
are commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the Air Force and assigned to positions that are compatible with their academic backgrounds and interests.
The cadets gain experience in Air
Force management hy directing
many aspects of "the program. The
Final Parade and. Review and the
Dining-In ceremony mark the end
of the cadet training program each
year.

officer. He will direct the presentaAt tihe review cadets will be hontion awards to cadets who have dis- ored with awards presented by the
tinguished themselves during the General Dynamics Corporation, The
past year.
Reserve Officers Association, The
Following the review the cadets American Legion, the Sons of the
and their guests will gather at the American Revolution, the Chicago
Jefferson for a formal Dining-In Tribu ne, the Air Force Times', Ludy
ceremony at which Air Commodore and Pacy Levine, Professor of Air
Sharp -will be a guest speaker. Se- Science , and the Commandant of
nior Cadets Ralph A . Kimball, Jr., Cadets. They will also be awarded
and Peter S. Vogt , will serve as for achievement of Dean's List sta"Mr . -President" and "Mr. Vice" tus, for Outstanding Achievement in
of the mess in accordance with mili-' the Flight Instruction Program , for
tary tradition. The Review and Outstanding Scholarship, and for
The Dining-In ceremony will be at- designation as Best Commander and
tended, by military, faculty and civic Best Sttpff Officer.
Rehecca C. Larsen , recor der at
The AFROTC program at Colby Colby College since 1954, has accepleaders from many parts of Maine.
ted , a one-year appointment on the
staff of Florida State University in
Tallahassee. Colby has granted her
a leave of absence.
In her new responsibilities' as Residence Guidance Counsellor she will
J $S$& Trust Company
work directly under Dean of Women
(Mass) Katherime Warren.
\ Home Style Cooking
A Phi Beta IKappa graduate of
28 Offices in the
| American & Syrian Food
Colby in the class of 1933, Mrs.
" Heart of Maine "
Larsen is a Waterville native. She
I
Located At
Member Federal Deposit
holds a master 's degree from West|
60 TEMPLE STREET
ern Reserve University.
Insurance Corn.
Her father is Professor-emeritus
Air Conditioning
|
— — Webster Chester, former head o'f
the department of biology here.
Mrs. Larsen is former secretary of
the
New England Association of Col©ms wuA*si(ww nm
legiate Registrars and Admissions.

Rebecca C.Larsen
Takes One Year
Leave of Absence

MAJESTIC
^Dep ositors RESTAURANT
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Continued from Page Three
velope and the unused thank-you
card will eventually reach higher
level of administration where the
non-giver will be labelled a nonsupporter of the Collegv?.
This appeal fco conformism and to
fear of reprisal is an outrageous
thing to perpetrate upon the student body. I hope that many people
who like Colby and what it is doing
will refuse to give to this particular
campaign because of its methods. I
am as much a supporter of' Colby
as those on t-Tie Pre-Alumni Council. The Ford Grant has done and
> can do great things for the the Col\ '
lege. I am sorry to see that it is
causing this kind of low grade fund
raising right here on tbe campus.
Thomas McK. Thomas
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world. The stimulation given by the
Friends of Art and of Music to the
college's life is a sign of enlightened
meddling on the part df those concerned with Colby but not caught up
in its academic discipline as an institutional function. Risks such as
the January Plan have been taken
by the administration to worthwhile ends. Every person who loves
Colby, hate it , or merely lives on
its air In no special dedication has
contributed to what Colby is and to
what it is becoming. We now offici ally are a cent er o'f excellence ; the
reason most basic for this excellence
is a flowering of spirit. From here
we shall go on , I hope , to the magnificent vision which started with a.
A FLOWERING OF SPIRIT
venture of faith ; the perception, atContinued from Page Three
tactual and sensitive appreciation tainment , and possess!on.hero o'f the
and understanding , of itself and its Good,"' and True, and the Beauti ful.
GARAB APPOINTMENT

Dr. Arra "M. G-arab, a member of
the Colby fa-culty since 1957, is one
of fifteen new appointments to the
faculty of Kent State University, in
Kent , Ohio.
In taking his new appointment,
Dr. G-aral) will leave his position as
assistant piofessor of English at
Colby. Pie previously taught at
Fairley Dickenson and the City College of New York, after earning his
Ph.D. and _M,A. at Columbia University and his B.A . at Swarthmore.
Ken t' s State is* a co-edvtcational
State ' supported University in
northeastern Ohio.
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Colle ge Mon and Women "

!

GALLERT
SHOE STORE

!

61 Main Street
Watorvillo

Toi. a-es__

j

" Good -Shoes for

I

PIZZAS and SUBS

Maine

Charge Accounts

Thortrio Hoat Control
Wall to Wall Carpets

fcfgBAje^
>

;

"Wo Glvo You Service "
|
Job
, Novelty A Soci al Printing
|
Watorvillo
! 88 Pleasant St.
Telephone
TR
3-3434
;

Article I Name:
The name of this organization shall be the Colby Chapter of the
Northern Student Movement.
Article II Purpose :
The purposes of this organization are:
1. To explore for and seek out instances of racial discrimination
with the objective of mitigating or annihilating said acts insofar as
these acts are effected at Colby, Waterville or in the State of Maine.
2 To effect whatever measures that the-organization might feel
would be conducive to a bettering of inter-racial relations.
3. To support the claims of the National Northern Student
Movement and the Student's Non-violent Co-ordinating Committee.
4. Any measure not in violation with the Constitution of this
nation may be effected to achieve these ends.
Article III Membership:
1. Full membership shall be open to any member of the Colby
Community.
2. Voting privileges shall be extended to those -who have previously attended one or more business meetings. ;
Artic le IV Officers :
1. Officers of this organization shall consist of chairman, secretary,
and financial manager.
2. All officers are elected by a majority vote of members present at
a business meeting.
3. The Chairman presides over meetings and may, appoint committees as he sees fit.
4. Secretary records all business and general minutes; also, in charge
of correspondence.
5. Financial manager handles financial business.
6. All officers serve a full academic year and are eligible for reelection.
Article V Meetings
N
1. Time and place of meetings shall be determined by the Chairman. >
2. Signs should be posted at least two days before all meetings.
3. Any person present (not necessarily a member) may demand
that a vote be taken on any issue at any meeting — the Chairman being directed by such a motion to proceed to take a vote on said issue.
Article VI Amendment
This constitution is made to be flexible and may be amended by a
% vote of the Members present on two successive meetings.
Article VII Ratification
This constitution shall be ratified by agreement of a majority of
those present at a meeting held for said purpose.

1

150 • 1st Main Street
Gives The Colby Studen t
SHOE REPAIRING & DYEING
Quality Service - 1 Hour Service
For you r convenience will deliver

K.
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[ Harold B. Berdeen

Constitution For Northern
Student Movement
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Between Watorvillo and Falrflold
Colby Collo go Noarby
CLYDE & THERESA ARNOLD , Props.
SWIMMING POOL
GIFT SHOP - COFFEE SHOP

TEL. EACH UNIT

SELECTED BY EMMONS WALKER , AAA , SUPERIOR
Direct to Canada
Routes 201, loo and 11
Tol. 403-7318

TONY'S
FABULOU S
Italian Sandwiches and Pizzas
At tha Rotary
Call, Ahead and Havo Your
Onlor Waiting
Above $4 • Froo Delivery
TR _ »9731
Open Sundays at 1 :00 p.m.

U Maine Track Forces Cop State
Honors For Third Straight Year

MULE KICKS
by Morg McGtnley
The withdrawal of Bowdoin-Maine football competition in the
years to come is food for thought. Where will Colby stand when the
Brunswick school finishes with Maine? The BOSTON HERALD
had its own prediction a few weeks ago: Watch for Colby to drop
football entirel y in the near future. So said the HERALD. From Lee
Williams, tho. Blue and Gray's Athletic Director a flat denial that
any such proposal had even been aired. We can be sure that Mr. Williams' reply was a candid one. Colby football by no means will be
dropped , a> is indicated by the fact that the schedule is already complete through the year 1967. No, Mr .Williams hasn't heard about
any such radical proposals, but some Golbyite did, or else is expressing
a -wish.
In talking with BOSTON HERALD editors , Mr. Williams learned
that the information they received , came from a source within the
Mayflower Hill ranks. They would not reveal whether it was a faculty, administrative of alumni source, but they did indicate that the
informer was someone closely connected with Colby. Someone is attempting to start rumblings aimed at banning football , or so such apparently unsubstantiated remarks would indicate. The regrettable fact
of the matter is that it is bad publicity for the school, and certainly
unfair to the Athletic Staff , and in particular , Varsity Coach John
Simpson.
Rumors like the one that appeared in the HERALD do not help
Simpson when he is on the road , attempting to interest potential football players in Colby. Because nothing has been said to date, it seems
safe to assume that the report did not come from an official source.
But even if the report actually came from a person who knew that
such an event might take place, nothing should have been said until
the proper authorities had been informed of the decision — namely,
the Athletic Staff.
Since, however, the remarks seems to have been an expression of
desire, it is that much more unbecoming. Practically considered, it
seems absurd. We can be sure that there would be nobod y more adamant in its negative reaction to such a proposal than the students of
Colby. They would be negative simply because football forms the
basis of the fall extra-curricular schedule. It is the core of much of
the student activity, and it's difficult to find a person who isn't involved in it in one way or another. Irrespective of the fact that we
have a small number of the student body participating activel y in the
sport, consider the large majority who, as spectators, are caught up in
the thrill of the game. Football at Colby may be one of the few traditions we have on the Mayflower Hill Campus, and tradition is something that we constantly seem 'to be reaching for. The move to the
new campus means that we have a paucity of values and events with
which to identif y, and if we don't think football is importan t, perhaps
we should try a season without it. Suffice to say, the attitude might
be anything but good , and the weekends short on really worthwhile
events — like football games. Football games, if they do nothing else,
gather all the divers groups on campus simultaneously, and that , in
itself , is noteworthy.
But let's forget about the stirrings in the BOSTON HERALD.
Where is Colby football going in the next few years? The Mules' 1962
season was indicative that something must bc done if we want to continue playing the calibre teams we have in the past.
We really didn't have a bad football team last year. It just got
down in the dumps. It lost a game to New Hampshire early in the
season that it should have won, and that spelled out the 1962 vista:
Games wc lost that we should have won. Look at the facts : We nearly defeated New Hampshire, and that club had an undefeated season ,
winning the Yankee Conference . That was earl y in the season, of
course, and wc are usuall y in better physical shape then. But what of
late season games. Frankl y, we haven't done well of late. Playing the
schedule we do, by the time the State Series rolls around, we often
have three or four starters out of action , or playing with an injury.
To this writer's way of thinking, it is not fair to have to depend on
a small number , the way be have been doing, and then to send them
out to play when they are physically impared to the extent that they
arc going to be in constant pain. If we are going to continue to play
schools like Maine and New Hampshire, we are g oing to have to
make some changes. We can't be honest with , ourselves, and maintain the present schedule.
But why should we have to change the schedules? What we need
are more ball players. We seemed to have reached out to all the boys
Continued on Page Seven
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MODERN DANCE
A program of Modern Dance will
be shown on Channel 10 WCGB
Wednesda y evening May 29th at
7 :00 p.m. Appearing on the program are members of the Colby
Modern Dance Club in dances they
have choreo graphed and town children who study dance at Colby.
Dance Club members are Leah Ar anovich , Beth Brown , Joan Manego ld , and Ellen Mitchell. Children
dancing are Lisa Bird , Becky Petra ,
Tina Petra , Betsy Strider and Polly
Willard.
Presentation of the Program has
been possible throu gh Colby ' s participation in educational televis ion
along with all the comb ined interests and facilities of WCBB Channel 1Q and WSVTTW-Channel 8.
Narration of the program which
presents Modern Dance in the many
aspects of the art form that it is
will be made by Faith Gulick , assis tant professor at Colby and advisor
to the ' Dance Club.

Mule Nine Splits ; •
Topples Brandeis;
Bow To Bobcats

Colby blasted six runs in the first
inniiag an,d tliree in the third to
score an easy 9-3 win over Brandeis
on May 9 at Coombs Field.
Sophomore pitcher Dave Lowell
pitched four hit ball in seven innings
for tlie Mules and was relieved by
Don Oberg ih the seventh inning.
Tho Blue a,nd White secured the
win in tho opening inning of the
game. The action started as. Bob
Glennon went to third after his bunt
was thrown away by Brandeis' pitcher Bud Mtwden. The Mules' first
biiseman Charlie Carey then singled
('lennoh home and scored himself on
a long double by Dick Bonalewicz.
Bounoy scored as Brandeis' first
baseman Walker threw wild trying
to get a double play after fielding
a grounder by Bruce Waldman . Ken
Heed then singled to right and
then unloaded a dou ble driving in
"R eed and Knox , and crossed home
plate on 11 single by pitcher Dave
Lowell.
In tho third inning Colby added
three moro runs on a walk by Glennon , a double by Carey, and a single by BonalowicK.
Brandeis picked up one run in
tlie fourth and two in tho seventh.
At this point in the seventh inning
is seemed as if Colby starter "Lowell
was tiring, so with two run s alr ead y
tallied Coach "Winkin changed pitchers. Don Oherg cam o in relief and
put out any possible Brandeis' hopes
hy retiring tho first three mon he
faced.
Victory was not to come to Colby,
how ever, against Bates on May 13.
Th e Mules wont' down to Lewiston
and wo r o tri pped 4-3 in the eighth
inning. Wit-h this loss tho Blue and
Whit e missed its chance for at least
a ti e, of the State Title. Tho Mules
mu st win their next two ga mes
against Maine and Bowdoin to win
tho State Series * Caowh • outright.
B a t es has f inish ed its' State competiti on , comp ilin g a 4-2 record. Colby
is now 3-1.
Tho Mules wero winning the game
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ector Lee Williams to TBruce Frost,
Bowdoin senior weightman , who captured the Hammer Throw, Discus
Throw, and the Shot Put . Frost set
a new State Shot Put record with
a heave of 52'7" , and a new Seavern's Field record in the Discus with a distance of 1451
' 1" .
In close competition with Frost
was Maine's Peter McPhee , twotime winner of , the Hillman Trophy.
McPhee tied the State record with
a 9.8 in the 100 yard dash, won the
220 in 21.1, a new State record
which was discounted because of a
tailwind and set a new Seavern
Field and State record in the 220
Dash Xow Hurdles , with a 23.3
clocking.
Other high-scoring men were
Maine's Arnie Delaite , who won the
Javelin and placed second in the
Discus and Shot Put ; Bates' Finn
Wilhelmson , who won the two-mile
and was runner-up in the Mile Hun ;
and Alan 'Harvie, with a win in the
220. yard Low Hurdles and a second
in the 120 yard High Hurdles.
The outstanding race of the afternoon was the 100 yard Dash which
saw McPhee edge Williams of Bates,
Rounds of Bowdoin , and Colby's
Olney White , in a blistering finish.
Wilhelmson's victory in the TwoMile was the most deserved of the
crowd' s appreciation ; the smoothpunning European kept with Bernd
Heinrich of Maine, who set a hot
pace , and led most of the way. Wilhelmson passed Heinrich with two
laps to go and flowed home an easy
winner with a 9:37 clocking.
Coach Ken Weinb'el's home forces
did not. fare well , as the scores indicate , but the outlook is good.
Weinbel was vei'y pleased with the
performance of his freshmen, especially Barclay Below , who placed
fourth in the High Hurdles , and
Dave ,.Wooley, a half - miler. The
Mules wero hurt without Dick Gilmore , outstanding Broad Jumper ,
and Dan Politica , vetera n weightman.
Summary :
Pole Vault : 1. Dean (M) ; 2. Ronan(Bo) ; 3. tie Loughran (M) and
Bartow (C*). Height : 12 ft.
High Jump : 1. Johnson (Ba ") : 2.

3-1 wh en in the eighth inning the
Bobcats came alive. Ken Stone
walked Wbolson and Taylor was
safe in a mishandled bunt attempt.
Then John Yuskis doubled to righ t
center scoring Woolson. Aft er IJan7.0. struck out , Bill McNevin drilled
a double ovor the left fielder's head
for the tying and winning runs.
Tho Mules started their bid for
tho game in the first fram e as Bill
Cottl e bomb ed a double drivin g in
Leighton and Carey who bad received walks. Ib was Cottle also
in th e fifth inning singled Leighton
homo for , th e last Blue and White
tally.
Freeman was the winning p itch er
for Bates. Ho struck out five,
wal ked f ive, and gavo \ip four hits.
Stone was the loser for Colby. He
struck but six , walked f iv e, and allowed five hits.

Bowditoh (Ba) ; 3. Lahait (M) ; 4.
Ross (Bo).TEIight: 5' l0y2 ".
Broad Jump : 1. McDowell (Bo)
^
2. Williams (Ba) ; 3. Ross (Bo) ; 4.
Chase (M). Height : 22'11" .
Javelin Throw : 1. Delaite (M) ;
2. Brown (M) ; 3. Curtis (Ba) ; 4.
Hortou (Bo) . Distance : 185'3"V_ ".
Hammer Throw ; 1. "Frost (Bo) ;
2. Nason (M) ; 3. Blood (M) ,- 4_
Hill (Bo). Distance : 187' 10".
Shot Put: 1. Frost (Bo) ; 2. Delaite (M) ; 3. McGonagle (M) ; 4.
Newman (Bo) . Distance : 52'7" .
Discus Throw : 1. Frost (Bo)-; 2.
Delaite (M) ; '3. McGonagle (M) ; 4.
Nason (M). Distance : 145'11" .
One Mile: 1. Ellis (M) ; 2. Wilhelmson (Ba) ; 3. Jeans (C) ; 4.
Caster (M) ; Time : 4 :24.8.
440-yard Dash : 1. Slowik (Bo) ;
2. Parker (M) j 3. Spruce (M) ; 4.
Ford (Ba). Time 49.6 sec.
100-yard Dash : 1. "McPhee (M) ;
2. Williams (Ba) ; 3. Rounds (Bo) ;
4. White (C). Time 9.8 sec.
129-yard High Hurdles : 1. Harvie
(Ba) ; 2. Ross (Bo) ; 3. LaVallee
(Ba) ; 4. Below (C). Time 15.4 sec.
880-yard Run : 1. Graves (Ba) ;
2. Hodges (M) ; 3. Spruce (M) ; 4..
Chamberlin (Bo) . Time : 1:58.4.
220-yard Dash : 1. McPhee (M) ;
2. Rounds (Bo) ; 3. Williams (Ba) ;
4 . Parker (M) . Time : 21.1 sec .
Two Mile Run : 1. Wilhelmson
(Ba) ; 2. Heinrich (M) ; 3. Ellis ; 4.
Davidson (M). Time : 9 :37.0. .
220-yard Low Hurdles : 1. McPhee (M) ; 2. Harvie (Ba) ; 3. Hichen (M) ; 4. Ross (Bo) . Time 23.3
sec.
Freshman Relay won by Maine ;
2 . Bowdoin ; 3. Bates. ,
FROSH BASEBALL
The Colby Frosh diamond men
made it three in a row last Friday,
as they came from behind with a
six -ru n explosion in the seventh inning to defeat Ricker College 10-6.
Eddie Burke ' s undefeated Baby
Mules rattled Ricker pitcher , Loiko ,
for eleven hits , including Jim Dumais ' tape measure home run over
the centerfield fence , Dumais ' long
double , and a double by backsto p
Mike Harrington. Mule Hurler Kim
Miller helped himself with two sin gles .
Ricker
000 013 200— 6
Colby
002 101 60x—10
Miller and Harrington ; Loiko and
Carlson. Home run - Rumais (C).

ADDIT IONAL SCORES

•v

Baseball :

Colby Frosh 10; Hobro n o.
Track :
Deoring H. S. 88/2 ; Waterville
H. S. 37^2 ; Colby Frosh 30.
Tennis :
Bates 8; Colby 1.
Colby Frosh 8; Kent' s Hill 1.
Colby Frosh 8; Maine Frosh 1.
Colby Frosh 0; Brunswick 0.
Golf :
Maine Frosh 3; Colby Frosh 2,
' Colby Frosh 3; Wato rvllo H. S. 2,

JO W E S

YANKEE PEDLAR MOTEL

ATLANTI C COUNTRY CLUB
Upper Main St.

,

I

The powerful University of Maine track squad , coached by Ed
Styma, has for the third straight year and for the twenty-eighth time,
captured the Maine Intercollegiate Track and Field Association
Meet. The Black Bears tallied 73y2 points to 44 for Bowdoin, 42 for
Bates and 5Vj> for host Colby.
The Alan Hillman Memorial T •ophy was presented by Meet Dir-

Waterville

Complete Dinners Fri., Sat., Sun.

COLB Y SPECIAL

i

I

5:30 - 8:00
OTHER NIGHTS BY RE SERVATI O N
$1.50

Morganste rn Top s N * E»- Qolf ers

Bob Morganstern, Tufts senior
from Manchester, New Hampshire,
is the New England Intercollegiate
Golf Champion. This was the result
of the 2 and 1 Victory of U Conn.
jun ior/ Dick Weigold, at the 29th
annual tournament, held at the difficult 6630 yard Taconic Country
Club in Williamstown, Mass. ' "Weigold led the U Conn, quartet to the
team championship which they last
won in 1959. The U Conn, team
score was 326.

sophomore, Ken Adrian with a 77.
The young medalist then bowed in
the first round of match play, 3 and
2, to Morganstern.
Morganstern reached the championship by defeating Abbott Baker
of, B.U., and 220-po-und Bob Donnelly of the University of Vermont,
before beating Weigold in the finals.
Donnelly, incidentally, spilled last
year 's winner Barnie Bruce of
Tufts , 4 and 3 in the quarter finals.
Weigold' s semifinal victory was
over Northeastern's ' Dean Webb, 3
The first day honors were cap- and 2.
tured by Worcester Polytechnic In the final match, Morganstern

had a big 5-up advantage after
twelve holes , but Weigold won 13,
14, and 15, to pull within striking
distance. The players then halved
the sixteenth and seventeenth, and
Morganstern had a 2 and 1 victory.
The Colby contingent did not fare
badly. John MeNabb, with an 83,
was tied with six other players for
the final position in the match play
division, but was eliminated in a
playoff. Tom Richardson fired an
85, Tom Mayer an 89, and Captain
Bruce Fenn a 90, for the team's total of 347, good enough for the eleventh place in the large field.
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Bates Uliom Joins Coib^
Staff As Frosh Mentor

Reprint from the Waterville Sentinel
Verne Ullom, currently coaching at Bates has been appointed to
the athletic staff at Colby. Effective next fall, he will take charge of
freshman teams in f ootball, basket ball, and baseball .
President Robert E. L. Strider announced yesterday that Ullom,
head basketball ' coach at Bat es last season, will have the rank of assistant professor.
He will relieve John Winkin as
freshman coach of football and hasketball, permitting "Winkin to assume new duties as coach of soccer.
Former Mule soccer chief , Gilbert
"Mike" Loebs, has retired from
coaching.
Best known for his work in baseball , Winkin played soccer three
years at Duke University and was
captain and. high scorer in 1941. He
was recently named chairman of
Colb y 's department of health and
physical education.
A 1954 graduate of the University

Colby Skippers
Win At Bowdoin;
Meet BU Today

The Colby Yacht Club, hosting its
first meet on May 8 at Great Pond ,
managed to win the Informal Maine
State Championship by beating the
U. of Maine and Bowdoin in a. sixrace series ih light variable to moderate winds.
After a fast start with two quick
wins by Ex-commodore Dave Westgate with Myron Zazanjian as crew,
and Robbe Elder assisted by Pete
Nester , Maine managed to tie the
score in the second heat. Dave
Westgate needed a first going into
the last race to pull ahead. This
was insured by Bowdoin fouling the
weather mark , putting Colby in
first for the race and regatta ; Rob"be Elder iced the day 's competition
with an other first in Division "B".
With this fine record behind them
Colby becomes a visitor this weekend when (they go to Boston University Saturday for the Eliminations for the New England Single
Handed Championships and to
Dartmouth Sunday for the Phelps '
Trophy Competition.
Any people, with or without racing experience, who are interested
in racing next fall or learning to
crew in our own boats this Spring
may contact Dr. Fairley of the Astronomy Department , Tony Goodphild at the D.U. House , Ann Starr
Williams, or Rick Zimmerman. New
members are welcome.

of Cincinnati, Ullom has "been at
Bates replacing Coach Bob Peck
while he was on sabbatical. He previously spent two years with the
Bolbcats as assistant in football
and basketball.
After placing one season with ithe
Brooklyn Dodgers professional football team , Ullom coached and served
as athletic director for eight years
at Taylor High School (North Bend,
Ohio.)
He also coached at the University
of Virginia, at Columbia University
and at Pxincipia High School in
Blinois.
MULE KICKS
Continued from Page Six
on campus who want to play football , and it is obvious that drawing
upon them has been inadequate.
Why can't we get MORE boys into
Colby who will be good ballplayer s
as well as good students ?
Naturally, _ the competition we
face from Ivy-League and little Ivy
schools is stiff , but every year we
turn away good football prospects
because, though, they are accepted,
we can 't provide even partial scholarship for them. We would he the
last to rant and rave 'because there
is not more money available 'for
scholarships, but can't there be
more money available for scholarships for worthy athletes ?

Can we really afford to allocate
all financial aid on> a strictly academic basis. That is ,, the applicants
are screene d i n regard t o n eed, then
they are selected on the basis df
their- past scholastic record and
their potential . What this system
fails to take into account is that
academics are hot all of college life.
Granted , they are by and large the
most important part , but they are
a par t , not the whole. Wha-t we are
trying to say is that money may oftentimes be given to students who
havo slightly better academic records than some of the athletes, but
who may never contribute to the
overall campus lifo. Certainly there
are more than a few cases in which
boys who would- do as well as the
average student at Colby is doing
right now , and would bo active
COLBY AVERAGES
Batting
A B B H H R RBI BA leaders on campus- as well as outBona!ewic„
53 7 21 2 16 .396 standing athletes, do not get the
Cottle
38 5 13 0 7 .342 aid they need ,
Carey
54 10 18 1 17 .333
There comes a point afc which this
Waldman,
55 5 17 1 11 .309 type of individual becomes more valI-eighton
62 18 18 0 5 .290
uable to Colby than ono yvho has
Knox
48 7 12 0 5 .250
better than average grades hero , hut
Olonnon
53 12 13 0 10 .245
has shut himsel f up in an academic
Kroidewois
49 9 10 0 4 .204
shell of self interest for four years.
Reed
./ 5 1 1 0 0 .200
"Fayerweathor
This is by no means a ohoer for
5 2 0 0 0 .000
Grondhmd
3 0 0 0 0 .000 lessor academic standards , but raHenklo
0 0 0 0 0 .000 ther a plea that Vo make' sure we
Pitching.
IP ER H SO BB W L know whore wo are going in our
Lowell
25 7 15 20 13 3 0 athletic policy. There 's no reason
Lippinoott . 11 0 8 1 2 1 0 we should havo to take an athletic
Ross
22 9 29 10 10 2 1 back-seat 'to comparable schools. If
Stone
50 11 33 34 23 3 2 you havo any ideas, wo welcome
Oborg
2 0 1 1 0 0 0 your response , pro or con.
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FOR,.CHARTER., TO .FACUUTY .MEMBERS

LEVIt ^ES
:_______* WHBMK WOMBK LIKE T« *iWir ?fflB__-

• \ * - ' ; ' ; ;j ^

WHERE COLBY BOYS MEET

/ 7 7 ' Howie '41 /

:
1

¦

>

Four 12 ft. "Tech" sailing dinghies, belonging to the Colby ;
*

¦

'

i

Yacht Council 3 will bc available to faculty members from. Com- ]
; ,

menccment to the opening of college in the fall for $100 each. J
These boats are at the Outing Club lodge and may be inspected ]
there on application to Tony Goodchild at the D.U. . . House or J
.
]
A. S. Fairley, Keyes Science Building.

Glass of M
Freshman Views
Re-Echoed

Hee, hee, hee, hee. Boys ! I came
from Miss Sarah's School for Young
Ladies and I've never seen such a
vide variety of boys in my life.
(TIDE HEE)
Lee Haskell - Woodman

Question : As a Freshman, what
aspect of Colby life seems the
strangest to you?
Barbara Gordon - Woodman
- The profuse number of occasions
on which one finds that the only
way to get ahead is to stare at the
person in front of him. Translation :
the most outstanding characteristic
of Colby is line formation.
Richard Pious - Robins
"\
— the lack of stifling regulations.
Anonymous ¦—

I
I

CARL'S
FOR FLOWERS

?

TR 3-3268

$

i

»

|
j

" ¦ * » ¦ ¦
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SPRING ST.
LAUNDRAMAID

j
j

Special Every Week ',¦
10 Spring St.,

i

.

Goodby Seniors — may your graduation be without snow ; may ;
.
•

.

_

.

«

I

you life be full of sunshine.7
._

'

_ .'

j

j

Who says Oxford cloth has to lie heavy ?

/ 48| '^^^^^^

^^^ ^^^
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Waterville

each. Special Get Acquai nted
Offer on Now.

SCOTTY'S PIZZA

f:
f
*
•?

i

>
.
»

>

\

Bob Hope - Lucille Ball in
"C RITICS CHOICE"
In Color
Plus Featurette

FREE DELIVERY
u ]
FOR GOD AND
FOR COLBY STUDENTS
'
in
Waterville Across From
<
Chez Paree
TR 3-4372
and
Fairfield Near Keyes Fiber
•
Gl 3-2221
_;
¦

i

*

•

"FILBERT"

STARTS SUNDAY

Pat Boone in

- .

.

" YELLOW CANARY"
plus featurette
MAINE , U.S.A.

<

f£^_*ra____U^_a_tf_MH_M_Ml_-__3BB '
2 COLOR HITS
Frankie Avalon
!
¦

•
>

" DRUMS OF AFRICA "
and
Rod Taylor
in
" SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS "

:

\
:
|
;
|

Winslow
Drive-I n

FRI. - SAT. -SUN.
Sandra Doe
Boby Darre n in
" IF A MAM ANSWERS "

in Color — Plus

" PHANTO M OF,THE
OPERA"
In Color

NIHOM

Mi-ros-Opes

SPECIAL OFFER FOR SENIOR
PRE - MEDICAL STUDENTS.
Superb quality by tho makers off
tho world famous NIKON camera and aooossorlos. Guaranteed
acceptance at all medical schools.
Call or write for special " NIKOM
NIEDICAL STUDENT MICROSCOPES" broohuro and special
discount offer for students entering modloal school. Exclusive
fn New England at

Ferranti -Dege
Inc.

1252 Mass. Ave., Harvard
Square , Cambridge , Mass. Phono
Kl 7-8000.

¦ y

4

, _ . ,. _

Chino 's Washed and Ironed 30c

Charmack
The Magician
**^^
JmJ+.J mJm^JwJm^JkJ mJm,*,^*.

The compe-tition in classes is much
harder. The amount of work for the
amount of time is tremendous. I am
very much impressed by the amount
o'f previous leading my contemporaries have done.
Larry Braun - Johnson
—- lack of school spirit.

HAVE
A
/ HAPPY
SUMMER
1I

" Tareytoh 's Dual Pilfer in duas partes divisa est! "
'

,

'

'

*

¦

»

says Scipio (Wahoo) Maxiraus, dynamic cheer leader of the Coliseum Gladiators. "Hipus, hipus, hooraypl"
yells Wahoo, "and tres cheers for our favorite cigarette, Dual Filter Ihreyton. Vero, here's Mvor-de gustibus y m
•
never thought you'd get from any f ilter cigarette!"
^
Dual Filter makes the difference
[]'
1
^Bl *wlt |^
*
*

,

DUALrFJLTER l GTc VvOll
iiwtmiMt

¦

,
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